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Abstract

A trend in modern computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is the use of Cartesian meth-
ods. Combining solution-adaptive Cartesian grids with boundary layer meshes, grown
from a surface triangulation, leads to a particularly efficient hybrid approach, called
strand meshing. Our generic parallel finite volume framework AMROC supports dy-
namically adaptive structured schemes in general and Cartesian coordinates as well as
level-set-based embedded and strand-mesh boundary treatment techniques. After out-
lining AMROC’s generic hierarchical mesh adapation approach, the presentation will
discuss some high-resolution shock-capturing methods for chemically reactive flows in
the high-speed regime. Applications examples will include shock-induced combustion,
detonation structures, deflagration-to-detonation transition and combustion waves in ro-
tating detonation engines as well as hypersonic shock-boundary layer flows in dissociating
air. An outlook on lattice Boltzmann methods will additionally illustrate the suitability
of AMROC for high-resolution subsonic aerodynamic simulation.
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